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Title: Oscar         Category: Comedy/Drama Author: Sebastiano Bazzichi Director: Sebastiano Bazzichi 

Synopsis 
Chris and Bob have a problem: they have to decide which one will take care of their dog, 
Oscar. Lack of communication will lead them to hurt each other, creating different situations: 
some embarrassing, others funny. The two, helped by their respective best friends, Beth and 
Gary, fighting for the dog, pull out disagreements that have long been hidden as resentment, 
frustration and misunderstanding, venting their respective malaise, guided by the firm 
intention not to give in to each other. Three unexpected intruders will complicate the 
situation by adding a bit of chilli to the already abundantly spicy relashionships of the 
protagonists.. 

Acts: 2 Actors: 7 Duration: 1h 30’ exept intermission 

Performers: Sebastiano Bazzichi, Sabrina Maggiani, Alex Vigeni, Jasmine Volpi, Serena Canali, Lorenzo 
Tassiello, Laura Morelli 

Legal protection of authors’ right : Play not under legal protection, music under legal protection. 

Link Trailer: https://vimeo.com/333976567 

Possibility to view the video of the entire show on request. 

Link stage photos: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Sd3F47IdBHQY0Zb6479-DxEkkZg5X9_J 



TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Black backdrop and black side scenes. The scene consists of a bedroom: bed, 2 bedside 
tables, table, 2 chairs in the company's possession and easy to assemble / disassemble. 
The scene provides the possibility that there are 2 side exits / entrances (1 on the right and 
1 on the left). Props: suitcases, cardboard boxes, clothes, books, DVDs. 
Minimum Scenario Space: Width 14’ 8” – Depth 13’ 1”. 
Assembly time: 1.5 / 2 h Dismantling time: 1h 
This sheet shows the optimal requirements but the scene can be partially adapted to the 
available spaces. In this case contact the company for a preliminary evaluation. 
(Sebastiano 335-8097874). 
The company requires the following technical equipment: 
 
LIGHT SYSTEM: 
- Basic light system. A single lighting. The scene will be illuminated in a balanced way 
throughout the stage space throughout the show; some scenes are set during the day and 
will have more light intensity, others are set in the evening (late afternoon) and will have 
less light intensity. 
SOUND SYSTEM: 
- Audio system with amplification for broadcasting stage music 
TECHNICAL STAFF: 
- The Company has its own Audio-Video technician. The presence of at least one 
technical manager of the theater during the lights setting and the connection to the audio 
system is required. 
- The Company provides for assembly-disassembly. 
Company contact: Sebastiano Bazzichi 335-8097874 


